Purpose. The goal of this study was to estimate the hierarchical contribution of the most commonly recognized cardiovascular risk factors associated with atherogenesis to activation and reactivity of blood platelets in a group of men and women at ages 60-65. Methods. Socioeconomic and anthropometric data were taken from questionnaires. Blood morphology and biochemistry were measured with standard diagnostic methods. Plasma serum homocysteine was measured by immunochemical method. Plasma concentrations of VCAM, ICAM, total antioxidant status, and total oxidant status were estimated with commercial ELISA kits. Markers of oxidative stress of plasma and platelet proteins (concentrations of protein free thiol and amino groups) and lipids (concentrations of lipid peroxides) and generation of superoxide anion by platelets were measured with colorimetric methods. Platelet reactivity was estimated by impedance aggregometry with arachidonate, collagen, and ADP as agonists. Expression of selectin-P and GPIIb/IIIa on blood platelets was tested by flow cytometry. Results. Platelet aggregation associated significantly negatively with HGB and age and significantly positively with PLT, MPV, PCT, PDW, and P-LCR. When platelet reactivity ("cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation") was analyzed in a cumulated manner, the negative association with serum concentration of uric acid (R s = −0 169, p = 0 003) was confirmed. Multivariate analysis revealed that amongst blood morphological parameters, platelet count, plateletcrit, and number of large platelets and uric acid are the most predictive variables for platelet reactivity. Conclusions. The most significant contributors to platelet reactivity in older subjects are platelet morphology, plasma uricaemia, and erythrocyte morphology.
Introduction
Ageing is associated with a plethora of changes in the physiology of the haemostatic system. This statement appears as trivial as it is true. However, it is not entirely clear which qualitative and quantitative changes specifically occur in some particular "compartments" of haemostatic system, like for instance blood platelets. Since the risk of atherosclerosis increases with age, it seems obvious that the platelet-derived prothrombotic state also associates with age, but such a statement has not been unambiguously reported [1] .
Major quantitative and qualitative changes in blood platelets associated with ageing may be roughly attributed to one of two groups of factors: those associated with blood morphological parameters and those concerning a biochemical "status" of blood plasma [1] .
Morphological changes that aggravate with age, which may be important in shaping the procoagulant phenotype of platelets, probably predominantly concern blood platelet count and volume [1] . These two morphological features of blood platelets have been nonoccasionally reported to associate with higher thrombotic risk [2] [3] [4] . It should be noted herein that platelets are capable to interact with all types of cells circulating in peripheral blood [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Thus, the morphological changes of erythrocytes and white blood cells, especially monocytes and neutrophils, may have a significant impact on atherosclerosis-associated platelet activation and reactivity [13] . Thus, it is highly plausible that tracking of blood platelets and other blood cells capable to interact with platelets may at least serve as screening method utilized for a preliminary estimation of thrombotic risk in the elderly.
The biochemical changes taking place in the external environment, in which blood platelets function, concern mainly the fluctuations in concentration of pro-and antiatherogenic molecules, which are attributed-in an unquestionable manner-to the pathogenesis of platelet-driven atherosclerosis. The list of these molecules includes mainly LDL cholesterol, HDL cholesterol [14] [15] [16] [17] , and glucose [18] [19] [20] , but we also have to be aware that molecules with a more controversial role in atherogenesis may matter, like uric acid [21] [22] [23] or homocysteine [24] .
A significant role in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis is attributed to oxidative stress [25] . The shift of redox equilibrium in favor of the oxidative reactions, perpetuated by the overproduction of reactive oxygen species, leads to peroxidation of biomacromolecules, with a more specific reference to lipid peroxidation or oxidation of thiol and amino groups in platelet and plasma proteins. These processes have an undeniable activating effect on platelets in vitro [26, 27] . Their effects on platelets in vivo are more disputable, which is mainly due to the fact that some antioxidant therapies have not been proven to significantly modulate platelet pathophysiological activation in ageing-associated atherogenesis [28] .
A brief overview of the most important groups of factors involved in the atherosclerotic process shows the overall complexity of biochemical stimuli to which blood platelets may respond. For simplicity, these stimuli have been usually tested individually and separately. In this study, we made an attempt to simultaneously assess the contribution of each of the above groups of factors to shape platelet atherogenic potential. To comprehensively analyze the particular impacts of potential risk factors in the shaping of blood platelet activation and reactivity, we have focused our attention on the following parameters: blood cell morphology, changes in serum pro-and antiatherosclerotic factors, as well as the oxidative stress measured as the degree of oxidative damage of proteins and lipids in blood plasma and platelet proteins and the capacity of blood platelets to generate superoxide anion. We have statistically evaluated the potential of the above factors to influence the ability of blood platelets to aggregate after in vitro stimulation with arachidonic acid (AA) or collagen (COL) and to expose some platelet surface membrane glycoproteins, like P-selectin and the active form of fibrinogen receptor (GPIIb/IIIa glycoprotein) in both circulating resting blood platelets and after in vitro platelet agonizing with arachidonic acid, collagen, or ADP.
The specific goal of this study was to estimate the hierarchical contribution of the most commonly recognized cardiovascular risk factors associated with atherogenesis to the functional state of blood platelets, i.e., their activation and reactivity. The suspected factors were analyzed individually as well as in three subsets of larger clusters of factors, referred to as morphological, biochemical, and oxidative factors. These investigations were undertaken in the group of elderly people of both sexes-the individuals suspected to exhibit the higher risk of multifactorial haemostatic risk.
Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was from Avantor Performance Materials Poland S.A. (Gliwice, Poland). Arachidonate, collagen, and ADP were from Chrono-Log Corp. (Havertown, PA, USA). Dimethyl sulfoxide, cytochrome c, sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), Ellman's reagent (5,5′-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid, DTNB), glutathione (reduced), HCl, 2,4,6-trinitrobenzenesulphonic acid (TNBS), ethanol, ethyl acetate, guanidine hydrochloride, xylenol orange, Fe(NH 4 ) 2 (SO 4 ) 2 , and perchloric acid were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit was from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Fluorolabelled monoclonal antibodies (moAbs)-anti-CD61/PerCP, antiCD62/PE, PAC-1/FITC, isotype antibodies, and CellFix were from Becton Dickinson (San Diego, CA, USA).
Design of the Study and Subject
Recruitment. Our present study presents the results obtained in subgroups of volunteers participating in the project entitled "The occurrence of oxidative stress and selected risk factors for cardiovascular risk and functional efficiency of older people in the context of workload" (funded by the Central Institute For Labour Protection-National Research Institute, Warsaw, Poland, and supervised by the Clinic of Geriatrics at Medical University in Lodz, Poland). Two basic inclusion criteria were ages within the range of 60 to 65 years and the willingness to participate [29] . To ensure approximately equal participation of men and women, a stratified probability sampling algorithm was used. The research group included roughly 350 subjects (approx. equal sex proportions of 175 men and 175 women), aged from 60 to 65 years, who responded to the invitations (a source population). According to the outcomes of our preliminary pilot study, minimal correlation between the cumulative measure of platelet aggregation and the leading variables describing blood platelet morphology (number of blood platelets (PLT), plateletcrit (PCT), and platelet large cell ratio (P-LCR)) was assumed to be at least 0.22-0.23; the statistical test power, i.e., the likelihood of rejecting false null hypothesis, was assumed to be 90%, and the significance level was assumed to be at least 1% [30] . Of the enlisted target population of sex-equilibrated group of about 300 individuals, we randomly selected 125 women and 126 men (simple unrestricted randomization) to create the subgroup for studying platelet reactivity and blood platelet morphology parameters.
All steps of experiments with the participation of human subjects were undertaken under the guidelines of the Helsinki Declaration for human research. The study was approved by the Committee on the Ethics of Research in Human Experimentation at Medical University of Lodz. Written abstract of experiment, including detailed information regarding the study objectives, study design, risks, and benefits, was given to each of volunteers during recruitment procedure to give an opportunity to consider all pros and cons in regard of participation in the study. At the beginning of the study, the respondents obtained information about purpose, the course and the use of possible results of the research, as well as the opportunity to refuse to participate in the study at any stage of the experiment, without providing the reason.
The inclusion criterion in the study was the ages between 60 and 65 years and an agreement to participate in the study (confirmation in the written consent form), well-defined clinical status, and stable pharmacotherapy (drugs not changed for at least 3 months). We excluded subjects with acute coronary syndromes or any acute medical events within 6 months of randomization, patients suffering for psychiatric diseases, alcohol abusers, or those consuming alcohol the day before blood withdraw, patients being in the course of chemo-or radiotherapy, and subjects with the signs of acute inflammation or with infections, taking antiplatelet drugs (acetylsalicylic acid, clopidogrel) or analgesics within 14 days before blood sampling. Forty-nine subjects were disqualified due to the use of antiplatelet drugs (acetylsalicylic acid, clopidogrel). Sociodemographic, medical anamnesis, and anthropometric data were obtained, and medical examinations were performed in the Department of Geriatrics at Medical University (Lodz, Poland).
The tested group consisted of 251 respondents, 49.4% were women. The median of age was 63 (IQR: 61-64 years, 33.9% worked intellectually and 34.3% manually, and 31.9% subjects were unemployed). The median education was 13 years and 22.7% were active smokers. Amongst 251 participants, 46.6% were diagnosed with arterial hypertension, 62.5% had hypercholesterolemia, 9.2% suffered from type 2 diabetes mellitus, 1.6% of individuals had myocardial infarction, while 2.8% had stroke in the past. The group of 12.4% of the subjects reported chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 48% had osteoarthritis, and 11.2% had osteoporosis.
Median body mass index was 27.4 (IQR: 24.8-30.3), and 32.3% had BMI exceeding 30 kg/m 2 (obesity). The proportion of 20.7% of the subjects had taken beta-blockers, 10% had calcium channel blockers, 15.5% had diuretics, and 24.7% took other antihypertensive agents. The proportion of 17.5% of the subjects took statins and 8.8% used antidiabetic drugs.
The characteristics of blood morphology, serum biochemistry, and blood platelet reactivity parameters in the studied subjects are given in Table 1. 2.3. Basic Laboratory Measurements: Haematology and Serum Biochemistry. Parameters of blood morphology were measured with haematological analyzer 5-Diff Sysmex XS-1000i (Sysmex, Kobe, Japan). Biochemical parameters in serum/plasma were estimated with the analyzer DIRUI CS 400 (Dirui, Changchun, China). The concentration of homocysteine was measured using the analyzer Immulite 2000 XPi (Siemens, Erlargen, Germany).
Platelet Aggregometry.
Platelet aggregability was measured with multiplate analyzer-impedance aggregometer (Dynabyte, Munich, Germany)-according to the protocols used earlier [31, 32] , with arachidonate, collagen, and ADP as the agonists of blood platelets. In brief, samples of whole blood were recovered for 10 minutes at room temperature. The aliquots of a whole blood (300 μl) were added to multiplate analyzer cells filled with 0.9% NaCl (300 μl) (preheated at 37°C) and mixed for 3 minutes. After this time, platelet agonists, arachidonate, collagen, and ADP at the final concentrations of 0.5 mmol/l, collagen (1 μg/ml), or ADP (10 μmol/l), respectively, were added to the measurement cells to trigger platelet aggregation. The stock solutions of platelet agonists were prepared according to the manufacturer's protocols. The following parameters of platelet aggregometry were recorded: maximal platelet aggregation (A max ), area under the aggregometric curve (AUC), and the integrative indicator of platelet reactivity, estimated according to the following formula: A max × AUC /1000.
Isolation of Blood
Platelets. Blood platelets were isolated according to the procedure described in details earlier [33] . Briefly, whole blood was centrifuged at 190 ×g (12 min, 37°C) and top layer (platelet-rich plasma) was harvested and further centrifuged at 2000 ×g/12 min/37°C. The resulting pellet of thus separated blood platelets was suspended in a Tyrode's buffer (10 mmol/l HEPES, 140 mmol/l NaCl, 3 mmol/l KCl, 0.5 mmol/l MgCl 2 , 5 mmol/l NaHCO 3 , and 10 mmol/l C 6 H 12 O 6 , pH 7.4) and final platelet count was adjusted to 1 × 10 8 platelets/ml. Platelet titer was estimated by a spectrophotometric method [34] .
2.6. Flow Cytometry of Blood Platelets. Flow cytometric measurements were undertaken in order to measure of the activation of circulating platelets and platelet reactivity in response to agonists after in vitro stimulation with 0.5 mmol/l arachidonate or 20 μg/ml collagen included the determinations of the expressions of the activated glycoprotein complex GPIIb/IIIa and P-selectin. Flow cytometric analyses were done according to the protocol published recently elsewhere [35] . Briefly, samples of a whole blood were activated for 5 minutes at room temperature with the mentioned agonists. After activations, blood samples were stained with the gating antibody anti-CD61 and either anti-CD62P (P-selectin) or PAC-1 (anti-GPIIb/IIIa) antibodies (stained with PerCP, phycoerythrin, and fluorescein isothiocyanate, respectively) for 20 minutes at room temperature. Relevant isotype IgG antibodies were used as a negative control. During the staining procedure, the samples were protected from light. After staining, 300 μl of PBS was added to each sample and 10000 events (CD61/PerCP-positive objects) were analyzed in each sample with a FACSCanto II flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).
Estimation of the Markers of Oxidative Stress in Blood
Platelets and Plasma. Concentrations of free sulfhydryl groups in platelet and plasma proteins were estimated according to the methods reported earlier by Ando and Steiner [36] . Briefly, to the samples of plasma and the solutions of platelet proteins, 10% SDS and 10 mmol/l phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) were added, and after that, the absorbance at λ = 412 nm was measured (A 0 ). Next, the solution of 5,5 ′ -dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic) acid (DTNB), prepared in 10 mmol/l phosphate buffer (0.4 mg DTNB/ml of phosphate buffer), was added and the absorbance at λ = 412 nm was read again (A 1 ). The calculated differences of A 1 -A 0 served to estimate the concentrations of free amino groups, using the millimolar extinction coefficient of ε = 13 6 mmol -1 × l × cm -1 . The concentrations of free amino groups in platelet and plasma proteins were estimated according to Sashidhar et al. [37] . In brief, the samples of blood plasma and lysates of blood platelets were mixed with 2,4,6-trinitrobenzenesulfonic acid (TNBS, 0.01% solution prepared in 0.1 mol/l sodium bicarbonate buffer, pH 8.5) and left in darkness for 2 h at 37°C. Next, SDS (10%) and HCl (1 mol/l) were added to the samples. The concentration of the colored product was estimated on the basis of the absorbance measured at λ = 335 nm.
For the measurement of lipid hydroperoxides, we used spectrophotometric method described by Bartosz [38] . Blood plasma and platelet lysates were mixed with the solution of Fe(NH 4 ) 2 (SO 4 ) 2 prepared in 1.1 mol/l perchloric acid and left for 30 min at room temperature. The absorbance of the colored product was measured at λ = 560 nm. The concentration of lipid hydroperoxides was estimated on the basis of the standard curve prepared for t-butyl hydroperoxide.
Total antioxidant status (TAS) and total oxidant status (TOS) in collected samples of blood plasma were evaluated with commercially available kits from LDN Labor Diagnostika Nord GmbH & Co. KG (Nordhorn, Germany). Concentration of plasma protein and the protein content in platelet lysates was estimated with the Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit.
Measurements of the Markers of Endothelial
Dysfunction. Plasma concentrations of von Willebrand 
Measurements of Superoxide Anion Generation by Blood
Platelets. Spectrophotometric method of cytochrome c reduction by superoxide anion, described by Gresele et al. [39] , was used to determine the concentrations of generated superoxide radical. The suspension of isolated blood platelets in Tyrode's buffer, adjusted to 1 × 10 8 platelets/ml, was mixed with the solution of bovine cytochrome c prepared in PBS. The final concentration of cytochrome c was 80 μmol/l. Next, PBS or homocysteine (Hcy) (final concentration 25 μmol/l) was added to blood platelets in cytochrome c solution and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes. Changes in the absorbance of cytochrome c were measured spectrophotometrically at λ = 550 nm, and the concentration of superoxide anion was estimated on the basis of the molar extinction coefficient of ε = 18700 mol
2.10. Statistical Analysis. Data were expressed as mean + SD or median and IQR (interquartile range: lower (25%) to upper quartile (75%)), depending on data distribution and variance homogeneity (Shapiro-Wilk's test and Brown-Forsythe's test, respectively) and the scale of data (continuous vs. categorical). We analyzed the possible outliers with the use of either Grubb's or Tukey's tests. The missing data (if occurring less often than 3% per a variable) were imputed using the k nearest neighbor analysis. Student's t-test for independent samples or Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the groups, depending on whether the data met the assumptions of data normality and homoscedasticity. The comparisons with the adjustments for dummy or confounding variables were performed using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Simple correlations were estimated with the LOO-boosted rank Spearman correlation test, while partial and semipartial correlations were evaluated with the use of multiple regression analysis on raw or Box-Cox-transformed data. The correlation and regression models were validated using the leave-one-out (LOO, jackknife or jackknife-d) techniques and bootstrap-boosted procedures (1000-10000 iterations), respectively. Multiple group comparisons were performed with various models of the analysis of variance, followed by multiple comparisons post hoc tests (Tukey's honest significant difference test, Fisher's least significant difference test, or Dunnett's test). To rank the predictors of the best discrimination between the groups ascribed as to either the lower or the higher blood platelet reactivity, we employed a panel of classical statistical methods and data mining classifiers, including multiple logistic regression, linear discriminant analysis, canonical analysis, MAR Splines regression, support vector machine method, naïve Bayes classifier, and k nearest neighbors (kNN) method. The outcomes of these analyses were further used to select the best predictors. The goodness of fit for the logistic regression models was evaluated using the Hosmer-Lemeshow test [40] . The variables describing platelet aggregability in response to agonists and platelet surface membrane glycoprotein expressions were subjected to normalization according to the van der Waerden method. Cumulative normal scores through the used agonists were determined for the marker of whole blood aggregometry (A max ) and two flow cytometry markers (CD62P and PAC-1), and such cumulative measures were further dichotomized according to the median in such a way that the values below or equal to median (≤Me, rank 0) corresponded to the "lower blood platelet reactivity", while the values above median (>Me, rank 1) corresponded to the "higher blood platelet reactivity". Such categorical measures of platelet reactivity were accepted as the grouping variables or dichotomous dependent variables in some multivariate analyses. Other variables selected as the best predictors were dichotomized according to the median using the same calculus algorithm and the outcomes employed to construct Cochrane plots. In the statistical analyses, we used the following software: the Statistica v. 
Results

Comparisons between Individuals with Lower and Higher
Blood Platelet Reactivity. To discriminate the individuals with lower or higher blood platelet reactivity, we used the dichotomized values of the van der Waerden normal scores of A max cumulated through the agonists used (AA, collagen, and ADP), referred to as the "cumulative reactivity_aggrega-tion," or the dichotomized values of the van der Waerden normal scores of the so-called "cumulative global platelet reactivity," cumulated through the methods (aggregometry and flow cytometry), the surface platelet membrane antigens (P-selectin, the active GPIIb/IIIa complex), and the agonists used (AA, collagen, and ADP). Per analogiam, we estimated the "cumulative activation_flow cytometry" (through P-selectin and the active GPIIb/IIIa in circulating/resting platelets), the "cumulative P-selectin expression", or the "cumulative active GPIIb/IIIa expression" (through agonists: AA and collagen). Table 2 presents the selected blood morphology and plasma/serum biochemical parameters determined in the individuals showing either lower (group 1) or higher platelet reactivity (group 2) ("cumulative global platelet reactivity"). Subjects with higher indices of platelet reactivity exhibited higher values of all parameters of platelet morphology as well as the increased number of white blood cells and slightly, but significantly, higher number of neutrophils. Uric acid was a little higher in those with lower platelet reactivity, although the difference was at the border of statistical significance.
Simple Associations between Blood Platelet Reactivity and
Blood Morphology or Biochemical Parameters. The evaluation of the correlations between the markers of platelet reactivity and the chosen morphological and biochemical blood parameters, not adjusted for any confounding variables except of sex, was performed for nontransformed raw variables depicting platelet reactivity and for variables cumulated through the used agonists. Such a "fusion" of aggregometric data obtained for all three agonists enabled us to describe a comprehensive reactivity of blood platelets ("cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation"). PLT (number of blood platelets) and plateletcrit (PCT) were positively associated with platelet responsiveness to all used agonists (R s = 0 173, p = 0 027; R s = 0 283, p<<0 0001; and R s = 0 345, p<<0 0001 for correlations between PLT and AA-, COL-, and ADP-dependent reactivity, respectively, and R s = 0 182, p = 0 0014; R s = 0 312, p<<0 0001; and R s = 0 423, p<<0 0001 for correlations between PCT and AA-, COL-, and ADP-dependent reactivity, respectively). P-LCR (platelet large cell ratio) positively associated with AA-and ADP-induced platelet reactivity (R s = 0 123, p = 0 032 for AA and R s = 0 176, p = 0 0021 for ADP). COL-dependent aggregation appeared as not shaped by P-LCR (data not shown). MPV (mean platelet volume) (R s = 0 169; p = 0 003 ) and PDW (platelet distribution width) (R s = 0 173, p = 0 002) were significantly associated only with the aggregability of platelets stimulated by ADP.
Number of monocytes appeared as associated with platelet responsiveness to AA (R s = −0 121, p = 0 035), whereas number of neutrophils was found to correlate with platelet responsiveness to COL (R s = 0 121, p = 0 035) and to ADP (R s = 0 120, p = 0 037).
Amongst variables describing red blood cells, RBC (count of red blood cells), HGB (concentration of hamoeglobin), and HCT (haematocrit) were negatively significantly associated with platelet aggregation, but only when triggered by ADP (R s = −0 127, p = 0 028; R s = −0 206, p = 0 0003; and R s = −0 152, p = 0 008).
Age was found as a factor negatively associated with platelet aggregability induced by AA (R s = −0 113, p = 0 049) and ADP (R s = −0 118, p = 0 04), but not with COL (data not shown).
For cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation data, we have found that HGB (R s = −0 125, p = 0 031), PLT (R s = 0 313, p<<0 0001), MPV (R s = 0 145, p = 0 012), PCT (R s = 0 359, p<<0 0001), PDW (R s = 0 150, p = 0 009), P-LCR (R s = 0 158, p = 0 062), and age (R s = −0 138, p = 0 016) remain significant associates.
The analysis of correlations between chosen biochemical serum markers and platelet reactivity to individual agonists revealed the following associations.
Both AA-and ADP-dependent platelet aggregations were significantly associated in a negative manner with the concentrations of uric acid (R s = −0 140; p = 0 015 and R s = −0 184, p = 0 001 for correlations between uric acid and AA-and ADP-dependent platelet aggregation, respectively). On the other hand, platelet reactivity to AA and ADP remained positively associated with the concentrations of lipid peroxides in blood platelets (R s = 0 147; p = 0 01 and R s = 0 149, p = 0 009, for associations noted between concentration of platelet lipid peroxides and platelet aggregability induced with AA and ADP, respectively). Moreover, AA-triggered platelet aggregation was found to be significantly associated with the concentrations of free thiol groups in blood platelets (R s = 0 116, p = 0 043). In turn, COL-dependent platelet aggregation was found to be significantly associated only with concentration of free thiol groups in blood plasma (R s = 0 116, p = 0 045).
When platelet reactivity ("cumulative platelet reactivity_ aggregation") was analyzed in a cumulated manner, the negative association with serum concentration of uric acid (R s = −0 169, p = 0 003) was confirmed.
Predictors of Lower and Higher Reactivity of Blood
Platelets: Multivariate Analyses. The purpose of this part of analysis was to check out which sets of variables and which variables in these sets predict with the greatest accuracy the higher and lower reactivity of blood platelets. The variables were grouped into the following clusters of variables: (1) morphological variables (parameters of morphology of erythrocytes, leukocytes, and platelets), (2) metabolic variables, including lipidogram (total cholesterol and cholesterols of lipoprotein fractions LDL and HDL) and other markers, like fasting glycaemia, uric acid, homocysteine, thromboxane, VCAM, ICAM-1, and von Willebrand factor, and (3) the markers of oxidative stress of blood plasma and blood platelets. In order to determine which explanatory variables are the most significant predictors discriminating between subjects with lower and higher reactivity of blood platelets, we used a panel of multivariate data mining analysis (MAR Splines regression, support vector machine method, naïve Bayes classifier, and k nearest neighbors (kNN)). The correctness of the outcomes of all the abovementioned methods with a true (real) allocation to either group (lower or higher platelet reactivity) was evaluated with the use of the algorithm known as the voting of k judges. The kNN (particularly with the use Czebyszew's distance, 90.2% correct) and support vector machine method (89.3% correct) appeared as the most correct (the most compatible with a real allocation). The compatibility with two other methods of analysis, MAR Splines regression and naïve Bayes classifier, did not exceed 75% of correctness.
Using this algorithm, we estimated that for the model of platelet reactivity, the most predictive variables amongst blood morphological parameters were platelet count (χ 2 = 27 9, p < 0 0005), PCT (χ 2 = 32 7, p < 0 0002), and number of large platelets (χ 2 = 22 2, p < 0 01). Amongst metabolic variables uric acid (χ 2 = 21 1, p < 0 02), free amino groups in platelet proteins (χ 2 = 17 4, p < 0 05) and vWF (χ 2 = 16 6, p = 0 055) appeared the best predictors, while amongst free radical parameters, the most predictive variables were TAS (χ 2 = 17 4, p < 0 05) and superoxide radical generation in platelets in the absence of Hcy (χ 2 = 10 4, p = 0 104). For the model of platelet activation, the most discriminative were free amino groups in platelet proteins (χ 2 = 19 2, p < 0 005), uric acid (χ 2 = 20 9, p < 0 02), superoxide radical generation in platelets in the absence or presence of Hcy (resp., χ 2 = 17 6, p < 0 01 and χ 2 = 15 1, p < 0 05), and TOS (χ 2 = 12 4, p < 0 05). We performed a multiple logistic regression analysis to answer the question of how selected analyzed (confounding/coexplanatory) variables contribute to lower or higher blood platelet reactivity cumulated through the used agonists (AA, collagen, and ADP). The dependent variables 
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Platelet-large cell ratio (%) Variables are presented as means ± SD or medians with interquartile ranges. The cumulative normal scores through the used agonists (AA, COL, and ADP) for whole blood aggregometry (A max ) were dichotomized according to the median in such a way that the values below or equal to median (≤Me, rank 0) corresponded to the "lower blood platelet reactivity", while the values above median (>Me, rank 1) corresponded to the "higher blood platelet reactivity," and such categorical measures of platelet reactivity were accepted as the grouping variable for the comparison of subjects with lower platelet reactivity and subjects with higher platelet reactivity. Nontransformed data (means and SD or medians and interquartile ranges) are shown for lower and higher platelet reactivity groups of individuals. All the variables (after the Box-Cox transformations when the assumptions of normal distribution and/or homogeneity of variances were violated) were compared upon the adjustment for age and sex with the bootstrap-boosted (10000 iterations) analysis of covariance (ANCOVA generation of superoxide anion in platelets in the absence/presence of Hcy; plt: blood platelets; "cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation": platelet reactivity cumulated through agonists (AA, COL, or ADP) and monitored with whole blood impedance platelet aggregometry; "cumulative platelet activation": the expression values of P-selectin and the activated GPIIb/IIIa recorded in circulating (resting) platelets cumulated through antigens (P-selectin, activated GPIIb/IIIa) and monitored with flow cytometry; "cumulative P-selectin expression": P-selectin expression on platelet surface membrane cumulated through agonists (AA and collagen) and monitored with flow cytometry; "cumulative active GPIIb/IIIa expression": activated GPIIb/IIIa expression on platelet surface membrane cumulated through agonists (AA and collagen) and monitored with flow cytometry; "cumulative global platelet reactivity": platelet reactivity cumulated through agonists (AA, COL, and ADP) and assays (aggregometry:
A max in the presence of AA, collagen, or ADP and flow cytometry: the expression values of P-selectin and the activated GPIIb/IIIa).
were the dichotomized values of the variables referred to as "cumulative platelet reactivity aggregation" or "cumulative global platelet reactivity" (see legend to Table 2 Upon the overall multiple post hoc standardization for platelet and leukocyte counts, PCT, P-LCR, uric acid, free SH groups, and free amino groups in platelet proteins, merely PCT (OR = 2.70 × 10 4 (95% CI: 2.18-3.36 × 10 8 ), p < 0 04), P-LCR (OR = 1.04 (95% CI: 1.00-1.09), p < 0 03), and uric acid (OR = 0.55 (95% CI: 0.33-0.92), p < 0 03) remained significant predictors in the model of "cumulative global platelet reactivity," while leukocyte count and free SH groups remained a little beyond significance (OR = 4.88 (95% CI: 0.82-29.01), p = 0 079; OR = 1.25 (95% CI: 0.98-1.59), p = 0 067, respectively) (P Hosmer-Lemeshow = 0.744). Thus, blood platelet morphological parameters appeared as the best predictors of higher platelet reactivity, while the concentration of uric acid predicted the best lower platelet reactivity, also upon the adjustment of the models for sex and age, and other explanatory variables that demonstrated significant individual impacts.
The graphical illustration of the above-described analysis may be Figures 1 and 2 that show the Cochrane odds ratio plots for selected blood morphology (set 1), metabolic (set 2), and free radical markers (set 3) parameters as potential risk factors underlying the elevated activation of circulating blood platelets or altered platelet response to agonists in elderly persons. The dependent variable was either "cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation" (cumulated through agonists), "cumulative platelet activation" (superimposed through the surface membrane receptor), or "cumulative global platelet reactivity" (cumulated or a global platelet reactivity (aggregation and flow cytometry). The grouping variable was assigned based on the van der Waerden normalized values of platelet activation (cumulated through surface membrane antigen expressions) or the van der Waerden normalized values of platelet response to agonists (cumulated through the used agonists, estimated surface membrane antigen expressions and the assay employed to monitor platelet reactivity), which were dichotomized to produce the opposed ranks equal to either 0 (when being below or equal to median range; ≤Me, rank 0) or 1 (when being above median range; >Me, rank 1). OR values are presented on a logarithmic scale; 95% confidence intervals of odds ratios are displayed as solid squares with horizontal lines (for a given parameter; the sizes of squares are relevant to sample sizes of strata) or as a diamond (for pooled explanatory variables) with a central vertical dotted line denoting the pooled odds ratio itself. through agonists, surface membrane antigen, and the assay of platelet function). Thus, estimated cumulative measures of platelet activation/reactivity were dichotomized according to a median value in such a way that the values below or equal to median were classified as "lower platelet activation/reactivity" and ranked 0, while the values above median were ranked 1 and referred to as "higher platelet activation/reactivity." Per analogiam, the continuous explanatory variables, describing the selected blood morphology and metabolic or free radical markers parameters and showing significant associations with blood platelet activation/reactivity, were dichotomized in the same way. The 95% confidence interval horizontal line distant from OR = 1.0 (vertical solid line) denotes the significant effect of a given variable on platelet activation/reactivity.
For the "cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation," PLT, PCT, P-LCR, and uric acid (OR combined = 1.53; 95% CI: 1.20-1.96; p < 0 02) appeared as the most significant contributors to the pooled odds ratio (Figure 1(a) ). For the "cumulative platelet activation" (flow cytometry), Lymph%, Baso%, and NH 2 -free plt (OR combined = 0.76; 95% CI: 0.61-0.96; p < 0 05) contributed to the greatest extent to the significant value of the pooled odds ratio (Figure 1(b) ). For the "cumulative platelet reactivity" monitored with flow cytometry, RBC, HGB, and HCT contributed mostly to the pooled OR (OR combined = 0.88; 95% CI: 0.75-1.05; p = 0 089); P-LCR, Neu%, uric acid, and total cholesterol were at the borderline of significance (Figure 1(c) ). For the "cumulative global platelet reactivity" in response to agonists RBC, HGB, MPV, PCT, P-LCR, and uric acid contributed most significantly, although oppositely, to the pooled OR (OR combined = 0.89; 95% CI: 0.76-1.04; p = 0 087) (Figure 1(d) ). Similar analyses were performed after stratification for sex (Figures 2(a) and 2(b) ). Likewise, the dependent variable was either "cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation" (cumulated through agonists) or "cumulative global platelet reactivity" (cumulated through agonists, surface membrane antigen and the assay of platelet function). . The sets of data include the explanatory variables showing significant associations with platelet aggregation or a global platelet reactivity (aggregation and flow cytometry). The grouping variable was assigned based on the van der Waerden normalized values of platelet reactivity (cumulated through agonists used for aggregation, "cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation") or the van der Waerden normalized values of platelet response to agonists (cumulated through the used agonists, estimated surface membrane antigen expressions, and the assay employed to monitor platelet reactivity, "cumulative global platelet reactivity"), which were further dichotomized to produce the opposed ranks equal to either 0 (when being below or equal to median range; ≤Me, rank 0) or 1 (when being above median range; >Me, rank 1). OR values are presented on a logarithmic scale; 95% confidence intervals of odds ratios are displayed as solid squares with horizontal lines (for a given parameter; the sizes of squares are relevant to sample sizes of strata) or as a diamond (for pooled explanatory variables) with a central vertical dotted line denoting the pooled odds ratio itself.
The estimated cumulative measures of platelet reactivity were dichotomized according to a median value in such a way that the values below or equal to median were classified as "lower platelet reactivity" and ranked 0, while the values above median were ranked 1 and referred to as "higher platelet reactivity". Per analogiam, the continuous explanatory variables, describing the selected blood morphology and metabolic or free radical markers parameters and showing significant associations with blood platelet reactivity, were dichotomized in the same way. As in the case of Figure 1 , the 95% confidence interval horizontal line distant from OR = 1.0 (vertical solid line) denotes the significant effect of a given variable on platelet activation/reactivity. For the "cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation," PLT and PCT appeared much more significant contributors in men than in women. Otherwise, both MPV and P-LCR contributed significantly in women but not in men. Uric acid and free amino groups in plasma proteins contributed very significantly in men, but remain beyond significance in women (Figure 2(a) ). For the "cumulative global platelet reactivity" in response to agonists merely MPV in men, P-LCR in both sexes and uric acid in men appeared significant in contributing to higher or lower global platelet reactivity (Figure 2(b) ). Further, in order to answer the question of which analyzed confounding/coexplanatory variables contribute in the highest extent to the discrimination between lower and higher blood platelet reactivity, we used a linear discriminant analysis. Dichotomized values of "cumulative platelet reactivity_aggregation," "cumulative platelet activation_flow cytometry," and "cumulative global platelet reactivity" were used as grouping variables. Our rationale was based on the values of the partial Wilk's lambda: the lower the value, the lower likelihood of the removing of a given variable from a model, and hence, the higher contribution of such a variable to the discrimination between lower and higher reactivity (based on the significance calculated for Mahalanobis' distances). In general, based on the values of the partial Wilk's lambda, for all patients together, we revealed that platelet count (λ partial Wilks = 0.982, p < 0 04), P-LCR (λ partial Wilks = 0.977, p < 0 02), and MPV (λ partial Wilks = 0.981, p < 0 04) were the most discriminative variables amongst blood morphology parameters for the dichotomized A max cumulated through agonists, whereas uric acid (λ partial Wilks = 0.954, p < 0 001) and triglycerides (λ partial Wilks = 0.981, p < 0 04) stood out amongst metabolic variables, and free thiol groups in platelet proteins (λ partial Wilks = 0.981, p < 0 04) and superoxide radical generation in platelets in the presence of Hcy (λ partial Wilks = 0.961, p < 0 02) amongst the variables describing free radical generation (the forward stepwise approach). For the dichotomized global reactivity cumulated through agonists, surface membrane antigens, and assays, platelet count (λ partial Wilks = 0.937, p < 0 0001), MPV (λ partial Wilks = 0.931, p < 0 0001), and haemoglobin (λ partial Wilks = 0.972, p < 0 02) were most discriminative amongst the variables of blood morphology, uric acid Overall, platelet morphology parameters, uric acid, free thiol groups in platelet proteins, and superoxide radical generation in platelets appeared as the variables of the highest discriminative potential for patients with either "lower" or "higher" platelet reactivity.
Canonical analysis was another approach undertaken to answer the question of which of the studied variables contributed to the highest extent to the significant association between blood platelet reactivity and the sets of (i) blood morphology parameters, (ii) metabolic parameters, and (iii) free radical generation parameters. The idea was to build up a canonical (common) variable for each of the sets of variables and to estimate the associations between various canonical variables (describing various sets of variables) in order to figure out which of the examined variables contribute to the formation of the strongest associations. The set of platelet reactivity variables consisted of the A max values recorded in the presence of AA, collagen, and ADP ("cumulative reactivity_aggregation") or the expression values of P-selectin and the active GPIIb/IIIa recorded in response to AA or collagen ("cumulative platelet reactivity_flow cytometry"). The remaining sets consisted the variables arranged as described above. We were interested to figure out which of the possible sets of independent (explanatory) variables explain the maximal variability in the set of dependent variables (aggregometry and flow cytometry parameters of reactivity). Table 3 presents the canonical correlation coefficients between the canonical variables describing platelet reactivity and the canonical variables describing blood morphology parameters, metabolic parameters, or free radical generation parameters. Based on the estimates of the Wilks' lambda, HGB and HCT, as well the variables describing blood platelet morphometry, appeared the highest contributors to platelet reactivity monitored with whole blood impedance aggregometry, while metabolic parameters (Hcy and cholesterol in lipoprotein fractions) contributed to the highest extent to platelet reactivity monitored with flow cytometry. Regardless of whether aggregometry or flow cytometry was employed for the monitoring of blood platelet reactivity, the variables describing blood platelet morphometry, cholesterol, lipid peroxides in platelets, and superoxide anion generation in the presence of Hcy appeared the most significant contributors to shaping of platelet reactivity. is a squared canonical correlation coefficient (canonical determination), which is relevant to variance between canonical variables. Total redundancy is relevant to the variance between the canonical variable for set 1 and the variables of set 2; it shows the representation of a given canonical variable by the explanatory variables of the set 2. Extracted variance is a variance between a given canonical variable and the variables that build it up; it reflects how well a given canonical variable represents a given set of variables. The Wilks' lambda is the parameter reflecting the contribution of a set 2 to the explaining of the variance of a set 1; the lower is the Wilks' lambda, the higher is the contribution. HCT: haematocrit; HDL: high-density lipoproteins; HGB: haemoglobin; Hcy: homocysteine; LDL: low-density lipoproteins; MPV: mean platelet volume; O 2 -plt : superoxide anion generated by blood platelets in the presence of Hcy; PCT: plateletcrit; PDW: platelet distribution width; P-LCR: platelet-large cell ratio; POx plt ; lipid peroxides in blood platelets; SH plt : free thiol groups of platelet proteins; TC: total cholesterol; UA: uric acid.
Discussion
In our paper, we focus mainly on blood platelet-derived cardiovascular risk, and hence, when referring to the term "platelet cardiovascular risk," we understand specifically platelet reactivity, i.e., the readiness of blood platelets to response to agonists upon a stimulation of haemostatic system, in a perspective leading to atherosclerosis and ischaemic events. It would be desirable to get much more profound and multifaceted information about factors responsible for platelet quiescence and activation in order to monitor either the progression or regression of cardiovascular risk with the use of supposedly newly elaborated algorithms, involving easily measured diagnostic parameters, like those describing blood morphology or serum biochemistry. We have searched which of these parameters can be significant explanatory variables defining blood platelet functioning in the investigated group of older people. We have intentionally segregated the explanatory variables of interest into three sets of variables: (a) those concerning blood morphology (counts, volumes, cellcrits, and morphological indices), (b) those referring serum biochemistry (including lipids, carbohydrates, fatty acid or nucleic acid metabolites, and endothelial markers), and (c) redox balance indicators. Using both simple and multivariate statistical analyses, we made an attempt to define which of the sets of explanatory variables contribute to the greatest extent to the "shaping" of blood platelet activation and reactivity in the investigated group of older individuals. According to our analysis, the most potent modulators of platelet reactivity are morphological parameters, amongst which the variables describing blood platelets and red blood cells appeared as the leading ones. Further, amongst biochemical factors in blood plasma, uric acid should be seen as a compound showing a strong impact on platelet reactivity. Otherwise, it seems that oxidative stress variables contribute to platelet reactivity to the lowest extent. Amongst oxidative parameters investigated in our study, only free thiols of blood platelet proteins, platelet lipid peroxides, and the generation of superoxide anion by platelets appeared the significant contributors to platelet functional state. Blood platelets can be considered as vehicles of the solid phase of a coagulation cascade. In this point of view, platelet membranes serve as a molecular platform for the anchoring of haemostatic factors. Moreover, platelets act as "transporters" of coagulation inducers and propagators, physiologically stored in intraplatelet vesicles and released in a controlled manner upon platelet activation. In a course of subsequent episodes of activation, platelets degranulate and loose the contents of their dense and alpha granules. It seems understandable then that frequently releasing platelets gradually become smaller and less functional. The fate of such often stimulated blood platelets may be diagnostically tracked by the monitoring of mean platelet volume (MPV), an important hallmark of a long-term intensity of platelet response, in such a sense that bigger platelets (characterized by higher MPV values in blood morphology analysis) bring about an increased membrane surface for coagulation and also higher concentrations of haemostatic factors secreted from bigger vesicles formed in a cellular compartment surrounded by platelet membrane. In this study, we confirm that also in older adults, morphological parameters of blood platelets, and especially, mean platelet volume (MPV), may be regarded as significant markers of atherogenesis, thrombogenicity, and a risk factor for adverse cardiovascular events [2, 41, 42] .
Larger MPV values are associated with some hallmarks of prothrombotic states, like a weaker platelet response to antiplatelet drugs [43, 44] . Since relationship has been claimed between MPV and platelet reactivity, it might be assumed that bigger platelets are potentially more reactive cells [45] . Our outcomes presenting positive association between MPV and platelet aggregability are supportive for the abovementioned observations. According to our results, a very significant contribution of the morphometric characteristics of blood platelets, with special regard to MPV, but also PLT and P-LCR, imply that it may be largely blood platelet morphological features that shape out platelet responsiveness to agonists, which in turn, thus underlying the risk of atherosclerosis development.
Our present study demonstrates that apart from platelet parameters of blood morphology, the multifactorial "bunch" of factors affecting platelets activation and reactivity also includes some other molecules protective for platelets, for instance, uric acid. In our analysis, this final product of purine metabolism appeared a very significant predictor of lower cumulative platelet reactivity, despite the lack of a significant difference in the concentrations of uric acid between the subgroups of subjects with lower and higher cumulative platelet reactivity. Importantly, a high significance of uric acid was maintained also upon adjustment for several confounding factors, including sex, serum glucose, or lipids. In recent years, uric acid raises the interest of researchers as a molecule potentially involved in atherogenesis. The evidence presented herein confirms that uric acid is an important player in the cardiovascular game. It should be emphasized that our present study is one of the first to indicate the possibility that uric acid is able to affect atherogenesis by affecting platelets. This observation, however, is in a clear contradiction to the very first reports [21, 46] and also more recent one [47] , showing the lack of relationships between uricaemia and blood platelet function. Maybe, the reason for the occurring discrepancy concerns differences in the characteristics of studied populations. Since we have shown that serum uricaemia significantly affects platelet activation and reactivity, it would seem tempting to further estimate whether uric acid may impact platelet activation and reactivity only under basal conditions or it can also modulate platelet sensitivity to antiplatelet drugs. On the basis of available literature reports, it seems that platelet sensitivity to acetylsalicylic acid and clopidogrel or ticagrelor is not directly affected by uricaemia [48, 49] . Interestingly, both acetylsalicylic acid [50] and ticagrelor [49] increase serum levels of uric acid, which-together with the associations between uricaemia and platelet activation/reactivity evaluated herein-favors a possibly new pathway of antiplatelet action of these drugs. On the other hand, it has to be recalled that the outcomes recently reported by Barbier et al. [48] and Nardin et al. [49] make such a bold suggestion questionable.
Nevertheless, we can suggest that serum uricaemia stays in a significant negative association with platelet responsiveness to agonists.
This overall picture of the factors shaping atherogenic risk may be even more complicated, when including red blood cells as another significant contributor to enhanced platelet reactivity. Erythrocytes are involved in modulating of platelet aggregation in different ways, of which the impacts of nitric oxide (NO) and ADP are worth of mentioning. NO, produced in RBC membrane and cytoplasm by endothelial-type nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) [51, 52] , contributes to the impeding of platelet aggregability and has been shown to exert a significant antiaggregatory effect on blood platelets [52] . Interestingly, older erythrocytes are more efficient producers of NO in comparison to their younger counterparts [53] . Otherwise, huge amounts of ADP stored in red blood cells might certainly play a role in facilitating platelet aggregation in the course of thrombus formation [54] . We are not aware to which extents such a compensatory (in the case of NO) or propelling mechanism (in the case of ADP) may really occur and function in older adults; however, our findings on the negative associations between the number of RBC and haematocrit with platelet aggregability demonstrated in this study, rather support the predominating effects of RBC-derived NO than ADP. Thus, as far as we regard erythrocytes as a potent source of antiplatelet NO in a peripheral blood, we demonstrate herein that lower number of erythrocytes may lead to higher blood platelet activation and reactivity.
Hcy, which is known as a strong enhancer of platelet reactivity in vitro [33] , herein appeared as rather a nonsignificant contributor to platelet activation and reactivity. Evidently, Hcy seems to be not involved in platelet reactivity in vivo to a considerable extent, and this may explain-partly at least-why some interventions aimed at Hcy lowering do not bring any spectacular and significant improvements in cardiovascular risk [55] . Our results appear to confirm rather a weak contribution of Hcy to augmenting of platelet activation and reactivity, as risk factors relevant to cardiovascular risk. Moreover, results showing that Hcy-induced, but not basal, generation of superoxide anion by blood platelets in vitro further documents that when Hcy-dependent changes of platelet-dependent haemostasis are considered, there is a great risk of generating conflicting results originating from in vitro and ex vivo measurements. The markers of endothelial function chosen by us for this study remained, in general, with no significant association with the tested parameters of platelet reactivity, which implies that they are not useful predictors of platelet functional state. Similarly, a plethora of different redox markers of platelets and plasma remained with no significant relation to platelet activation and reactivity, despite the fact that some of them have been favorably used as markers of platelet response to different stimuli in simplified in vitro models [56, 57] .
As it can be seen in Table 1 , women exhibited higher platelet reactivity than men. This commonly noted sex dependence of platelet reactivity is distinct both for younger [58] and for older populations [59] . Since we were aware of the importance of sex in the shaping of platelet reactivity, we reconducted our search of the factors mostly contributing to the functional state of blood platelets also upon stratification for sex. Also, in such an approach, morphological parameters of blood platelets took the first place in the order of factors shaping out platelet reactivity. Thus, it seems plausible that sex-dependent intrinsic factors govern platelet reactivity, probably at the level of thrombopoiesis, when morphology of blood platelets is programmed [60, 61] .
Conclusions
In summary, according to the outcomes of different statistical approaches employed in this study, we declare that the most significant in their contribution to platelet reactivity are platelet morphology, plasma uricaemia, and erythrocyte morphology. In the light of these findings, it becomes clearer now that the prediction of cardiovascular risk based on simple measurements of single, isolated variables, like platelet morphology or selected biochemical predictors, may be misleading and may result in the misestimation, and more even so, when referring to simplified in vitro models of mutual platelet-biochemical interactions amongst various blood constituents.
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